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ABSTRACT
We consider a bistatic synthetic aperture radar (BiSAR) system operating in non-ideal imaging conditions with
receive and transmit antennas traversing arbitrary flight trajectories over a non-flat topography; transmitting
arbitrary waveforms along flight trajectories etc. In1 we developed a generalized filtered-backprojection (GFBP)
method for BiSAR image formation applicable to such non-ideal imaging scenarios. The method puts edges not
only at the right location and orientation, but also at the right strength resulting in true amplitude images. The
main computational complexity of the GFBP method comes from the spatially dependent filtering step. In this
work, we present an alternative, novel FBP method applicable to non-ideal imaging scenarios resulting in true
amplitude images. The method involves ramp filtering in data domain and image domain scaling. Additionally,
the method results in fast, computationally efficient implementation than that of GFBP methods.

1. INTRODUCTION
With the advent of uninhabited aerial vehicle technology and miniaturized sensor technology, it is envisioned
that synthetic-aperture imaging technology will transition from using a single, dedicated platform to many small
platforms operating in bistatic and multi-static mode.2 It is also expected that such SAR systems will operate in
complex environments involving arbitrary flight trajectories, and employ diverse waveforms. Furthermore, scal-
ability and survivability of such swarm of sensors will impose constraints on communication and computational
resources. This means that image formation algorithms have to accommodate non-ideal imaging scenarios and
be computationally efficient.

In,1 we developed a generalized filtered backprojection (GFBP) method for BiSAR image formation applicable
to non-ideal imaging scenarios. The backprojection operator puts the visible edges at the right location and
direction, but not at the right strength. When combined with the filtering, backprojection based imaging
methods put the visible edges at the right location, with right direction and strength.1, 3 Thus, we refer to the
resulting image as a true amplitude image.

In4 a fast filtered-backprojection (FBP) image formation method for monostatic SAR traversing linear flight
trajectory was developed. This method, however, requires no slow-time and spatially-dependent filtering such
as is required for GFBP methods developed for imaging in non-ideal monostatic and bistatic SAR scenarios.1, 3

Moreover, the main computational complexity of these GFBP methods is due to the slow-time and spatially-
dependent filtering step.

As an example, in,1 we showed that, assuming there are O(N) samples in both the fast-time and slow-time
variables and that the image is of size O(N ×N), the computational complexity of the backprojection is of order
O(N2 logN) and the filtering is of order O(N3). The question then is whether one can find a filter that would
best approximate the strength of the edges of the image without comprising the computational complexity of
the backprojection.

In this paper, we develop a novel, alternative approximate implementation of the GFBP method with
O(N2 logN) computational complexity. The method replaces computationally expensive data domain filter-
ing with ramp filtering an image domain scaling. Our approach depends on repeated use of the forward and
backprojection operators.
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2. FORWARD MODELING AND GENERALIZED FILTERED-BACKPROJECTION

Unless otherwise stated, the bold Roman, bold italic, and Roman small letters will denote points in R
3, R

2 and
R, respectively, i.e. x = (x, x3) ∈ R

3, with x ∈ R
2, and x3 ∈ R.

Let γT (s),γR(s) ∈ R
3, s ∈ R, be the transmitter and receiver trajectories, respectively. We assume that

the earth’s surface is located at the position x = (x1, x2, ψ(x1, x2)), where ψ : R
2 → R, is a known smooth

function, and scattering takes place in a thin region near the surface. Following,1 under the single scattering
(Born) approximation, we model the received signal d(s, t) as follows:

d(s, t) ≈ F [V ](s, t) =
∫

e−i2πω(t−RT R(s,x)]/c0)ATR(x, ω, s)V (x)dω dx, (1)

where x = (x1, x2), RTR(s,x) = |γT (s)−x|+ |x−γR(s)|/c0 is the total travel time, c0 denotes the speed of light,
T (x) denotes the surface reflectivity, and ATR is a complex amplitude function that includes the transmitter and
receiver antenna beam patterns, the transmitted waveform, geometrical spreading factors, etc. Here t denotes
the fast-time and s, which is referred to as the slow-time, parameterizes the trajectory. The complex amplitude
term ATR can be approximated by ATR(x, ω, s) ≈ JTR(ω, s) [4π|γT (s) − x| |γR(s) − x|]−1, where JTR is the
product of transmitter and receiver antenna beam patterns at slow-time s.

Note that if we set γT (s) = γR(s), for all s ∈ R, (1) becomes a model for monostatic SAR imaging.

We assume that for some mA, ATR satisfies the symbol estimate

sup
(s,x)∈K

|∂α
ω∂

β
s ∂

ρ1
x1
∂ρ2

x2
ATR(x, ω, s)| ≤ C0 (1 + ω2)(mA−|α|)/2 (2)

where K is any compact subset of R×R
2, and the constant C0 depends on K,α, β, ρ1, and ρ2. This assumption is

needed in order to make various stationary phase calculations hold; in fact this assumption makes the “forward”
operator F a Fourier Integral Operator .5–7

The ideal image formation problem is to estimate T from the knowledge of d(s, t) for some range of s and t.

In1 the filtered-backprojection operator K was given as follows:

T̃ (z) = K[d](z) :=
∫

ei2πω(t−RTR(s,z)/c0)QTR(z, ω, s)d(s, t)dω ds dt (3)

where

B d(z) :=
∫

ei 2π ω(t−RT R(s,z)/c0)d(s, t) dω ds dt. (4)

is the backprojection operator, z = (z, ψ(z)) and

QTR(z, ω, s) = χΩz (ξ(ω, s))
ATR(z, ξ(ω, s))

|ATR(z, ξ(ω, s))|2
1

η(ξ(ω, s), z)
, (5)

is the spatially-dependent data domain filter. In (5) χΩz is a smooth cut-off function equal to one in the interior
of Ωz = {ξ(ω, s, z) |ATR(z, s, ω) �= 0} and zero in the exterior of Ωz; and η(ξ(ω, s), z) = |∂(ω, s)/∂(ξ)| is the
Jacobian (also known as Beylkin determinant) that comes from the following change of variables:

(ω, s) → ξ =
ω

c0
∇z RTR(s, z). (6)

Let Ξ := ∇zRTR(s, z)/c0. Close examination of the Beylkin determinant shows that, it can be factored into
two parts, a ramp filter and a z− and s-dependent filter:

1
η(z, z, ξ)

= |ω||Ξ1(s, z) ∂sΞ2(s, z) − Ξ2(s, z) ∂sΞ1(s, z)| (7)

where Ξ = [Ξ1,Ξ2]T and s and ω are understood to be s(ξ) and ω(ξ).
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3. TRUE AMPLITUDE IMAGING VIA SPATIAL SCALING

We know that the backprojection operator puts the visible edges at the right location and right orientation in the
backprojected image. Furthermore, ramp-filtered and backprojected image is approximately the true amplitude
image up to an image domain scaling factor. To see this, we write

[B |ω|][d](z) ≈ B |ω| F [V ](z) =
∫

ei2π ω(RTR(s,z)−RT R(s,x))/c0 ATR(x, ω, s) |ω|V (x) dω dx ds (8)

≈
∫

ei2π ξ·(x−z)ATR(x, ξ)
|ω(ξ)|

η(ξ(ω, s), z)
V (x) dω dx ds

=
∫

ei2π ξ·(x−z)ATR,Ξ(z,x, ξ)V (x) dξ dx

≈ V̂Ωz (z)σ(z) (9)

where

ATR,Ξ(z,x, ξ(ω, s)) =
ATR(x, ω, s)

|Ξ1(s, z) ∂sΞ2(s, z) − Ξ2(s, z) ∂sΞ1(s, z)| , (10)

V̂Ωz (z) =
∫

Ωz

ei2π ξ·(x−z) V (x) dξ dx (11)

and
Ωz = {ξ | ATR(x, s(ξ), ω(ξ)) �= 0}. (12)

In other words, V̂Ωz represents the best possible image we can form using the bi-static data collection manifold
Ωz.

In (8) to (9), we use the linearization of the phase via the change of variables (ω, s) → ξ; the assumption in
(2) and stationary phase approximation. Here σ(z) is the spatial scaling function that needs to be determined
in order to perform the true amplitude imaging. Once σ is determined, from (9), one can compute V (z) from
the ramp-filtered and backprojected data by

V̂Ωz (z) ≈ σ−1(z) [B |ω|][d](z). (13)

Next we determine the spatial scaling factor σ−1(z) that is required for the true amplitude imaging.

3.1 Computation of the Spatial Scaling Factor σ−1

Let d0 denote the original measured data. We first ramp filter and backproject the measured data and obtain
V1(z) = [B |ω|][d](z). Let d1 be the synthesized data using the image V1 and the forward map F , i.e., d1(t, s) =
F [V1](t, s). We use the synthesized data d1 and form another image by ramp filtering and backprojection, i.e.,
V2(z) = [B |ω|][d1](z). Following the steps of (9), we have

V2(z) ≈ V1(z)σ(z) ≈ V̂Ωz (z)σ2(z). (14)

Thus we approximate the spatial scaling factor by

σ−1(z) ≈ V1(z)/V2(z), (15)

and form the approximate true amplitude image by

V̂Ωz (z) ≈ V1(z)σ−1(z). (16)
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Figure 1. (Left) 3D and (right) 2D views of circular receiver flight trajectory (red dashed line) and the static transmitter
(blue stright line). The axes labels are in kms.

3.2 Computational Complexity of the True Amplitude Imaging via Image Domain
Scaling
Computational complexity of computing the scaling factor depends on the implementation of the forward pro-
jection operator. In our implementation, where we assumed a Dirac delta transmitted waveform, (see equation
(17)), the computational complexity of the forward projection operator is of order O(N2). Thus the compu-
tational complexity of computing the scaling function σ−1 is dominated by the backprojection operator and
is of order O(N2 logN). Since the computational complexity of the scaling step is of order O(N2), the total
computational complexity of forming an approximate true amplitude image is dominated by the backprojection
operator and is of order O(N2 logN).

4. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS

In our numerical simulations, we considered a square target of size 5.5km and a rectangular target of size 3.3km
by 8.8km located in a scene of size [0, 22]× [0, 22] km2 with their centers located at (8.8, 12)km and (15.4, 10)km
(see Figure 1). We discretize the scene with 128×128 pixels, where (0, 0, 0) km and (22, 22, 0) km corresponding
to the pixels (1, 1) and (128, 128), respectively (see Figure 2).

We take ATR(x, ω, s) = 1, which corresponds to an isotropic transmit antenna radiating a delta-like impulse,
an isotropic receive antenna and compensation of geometric spreading factors in the data. Then, using the
definition of Dirac-delta function and its homogeneity property, we have

d(s, t) ≈ c0

∫
δ (c0t− (|γT (s) − x| + |x − γR(s)|)) T (x) dx. (17)

We used a discrete version of (17) to generate our simulation data. The parameters we used correspond roughly
to a system bandwidth of .873MHz. In these experiments, we considered a circular receiver flight trajectory
γR(s) = (11+22 coss, 11+22 sin s, 6.5) km uniformly sampled for s ∈ [0, 2π] at 512 points, and a static transmitter
located at γT = (0, 0, 6.5) km (see Figure 1).

We present the original d0 and synthesized data d1, reconstructed images V1, V2, the image domain scaling
function and the approximate true amplitude image in Figure 3.

For comparison purposes, we also reconstructed an image using the GFBP method of1 (see Figure 4).

As can be see both the GFBP method of1 and the new ramp-filtered and backprojection and image domain
scaling method produce qualitatively similar true amplitude images.

5. CONCLUSION

We presented a novel, computationally efficient true amplitude image reconstruction method for bistatic SAR
image formation. In our future work, we will discuss extension of our approach to other synthetic aperture
imaging modalities, such as synthetic aperture hitchhiker.8
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Figure 2. The scene used in numerical simulations. The axes are labeled according to the pixel number; this convention
is also used for all the data and reconstructions below.
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Figure 3. (a) Original data d0 obtained from the scene V shown in Figure 2. (b) Image V1 obtained by ramp-filtering and
backprojection of d0. (c) Synthesized data d1 from V1. (d) Image V2 obtained by ramp-filtering and backprojection of d1.
(e) The image domain scaling function σ−1. (f) The approximate true amplitude image V̂Ωz .
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Figure 4. The bistatic SAR filtered-backprojection reconstruction1 of the original data d0.
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